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OVERVIEW OF BARROW SEA ICE OBSERVATORY

As part of the developing Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS),
the Barrow Sea Ice Observatory  provides online access to various
aspects of coastal sea ice conditions at Barrow, Alaska.

Near real-time data includes:
 Radar and visual images of the landfast ice offshore of downtown

Barrow,
 Automated sea ice mass balance data.

Access to previous work:
 Extent of landfast ice and lead systems in the Chukchi and

Beaufort Seas, 1993-2004,
 Sea ice core and mass balance data from Chukchi Sea and Elson

Lagoon, from 1999.

EQUIPMENT DETAILS

Radar:
10kW X-band marine radar (9.4 GHz)
Updated on website every 5 minutes

Webcam:
Network Camera in heated enclosure
Updated on website every hour

Mass Balance Site:
Located on level first-year landfast sea ice near Barrow, AK (see map left)

Single Campbell CR10X data logger and Free Wave radio
Acoustic sounders measure snow and ice thickness, local sea level.
Thermistor strings measure temperature profile through air-snow-ice-water.
Also shielded air temperature and relative humidity at 2.25 m above ice.
Site also includes developmental approaches to measuring in situ sea ice
salinity (dielectric probes, and cross-borehole tomography electrode strings)

Data telemetered to network-connected computer and transferred to UAF over
the internet
Data processed automatically and updated on website every hour

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The webcam and radar allow us to record near-shore ice dynamics,
including seasonal landfast ice formation and break up.

The mass balance site has enabled the identification of small-scale
seasonal processes such as sea ice response to onshore surges, and
the occurrence of convective brine motion within the ice triggered by
spring warming.

PUBLIC SAFETY OBJECTIVES

In keeping with the enhanced public safety objective of AOOS
(www.aoos.org), a key aspect of this work is to work with local
stakeholders to provide useful information in regards to on-ice safety.

WEB DELIVERY  - AUTOMATED HOURLY UPDATES

Online data are intended to be accessible and useful for scientific
users with an interest in local sea ice conditions, and the local
community. Features include:

results in metric units and Fahrenheit and feet/inches.
automatically-updated plots of (i) temperatures and (ii) snow and ice
thickness, and water depth.
figures of the last month, and ice-growth season thus far
annotated explanation plots

Of interest to stakeholders concerned about on-ice safety, we show
on the front page
Near-real time air temperature and ice thickness.
recent variations in sea level as well as

De-icing the radar and webcam

Sketch of mass balance site
equipment.

FUTURE OUTLOOK AND FEEDBACK

Rich data set of mass balance measurements
Promising new geo-electric measurements of in situ salinity

Planned improvements to our contribution to the AOOS project:
Regional network of mass balance sites in coastal ice
optimizing ease of accessibility and usefulness of data delivery.

Please log on to our site and sent us feedback on improving the web
delivery, additional measurements that would be of specific interest or
value to you or others, or any other aspects of this work.

As part of the Alaska Ocean Observing System the following measurements are collected at Barrow.

Check out some photos of the recent ice shove in Barrow here.

             Sea Ice Radar                        Sea Ice Webcam

This radar image is from a radar mounted on a 4-
story building in downtown Barrow near the beach
and is updated every 5 minutes providing data night
and day. Click here to download an animation of ice
motion by the radar in 2004.

The webcam image above is taken from atop a 4-story
building in downtown Barrow near the beach. Snapshots are
taken every 5 minutes and updated on the web hourly.

In late January 2006, we installed a sea ice mass balance site
on landfast first-year ice in the Chukchi Sea about 300
meters offshore of the spit out to Pt. Barrow (71˚ 22′ 03″ N,
156˚ 31′ 03 ″ W). The site uses a FreeWave spread
spectrum radio to transmit data to BASC for forwarding to
AOOS data management at the Institute of Marine Science
(IMS) at UAF.

The following measurements are made: (i) snow and ice
thickness and local sea level; (ii) temperature profile
through air-show-ice-water, (iii) air temperature and relative
humidity at 2 m above ice; (iv) developmental sea ice
salinity measurements with dielectric probes.

To see the latest dataset from the site, click on the image to
the right or here.
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Near real time data

Other northern Alaska sea ice datasets

•  Mapping and characterization of recurring spring leads and landfast ice in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas (1993-
2004)

•  Sea ice core and mass balance data (1999-present)
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Sea Ice Mass Balance Site

Example plots: Data are shown for: year thus far (L); last 4 weeks (not shown here); annotated example (R).
See web site for similar plots for snow depth, ice thickness and sea level.

Webcam image showing flat landfast first year ice and
offshore ridges. Ice rubble along the beach was piled up
during the 25 January ivu (ice shove).

Website front page
www.gi.alaska.edu/BRWICE

Radar signal is returned only by rough ice. Linear
features indicate ridges sub-parallel to coast See
web site for guide to interpretation and animation
of recent imagery.Water here is outflow from an inland freshwater lagoon.

Landfast FY ice

Offshore ridges


